
Elyon - Five small letters representing a whole new 
concept in camping. Five small letters that are 
exploding with fun and excitement. Five small letters 
that create a world of growth and an environment of 
inspiration. That is the Elyon Division – Our teenage 
camp within a camp. We invite you to share the joy, 
experience the warmth, and create memories and 
friendships that last forever!

WHO OR WHAT  
IS AN ELYONITE???
Elyon is our unique camp designed for bochrim 
finishing eighth grade. Our teenage campers are 
looking for a summer that is different than all the 
years they previously spent in camp, while still having 
the familiarity of the camp they’ve always loved. An 
Elyon summer is filled with activities and events that 
maximize the fun and adventure while fostering an 
atmosphere of independence and growth. Elyonites 
are soaring to new heights!

ELYON TRIPS
The buses pull in around the Romimu circle. 
Anticipation mounts as the boys, clad in their 
distinctive Elyon t-shirts, begin to board the buses. 
The rest of the camp is abuzz wanting to know the 
destination of the Elyon Division this week. Is it tubing 
on the Delaware River or will they be donning racing 
gear and helmets to speed race around a race track? 
Will they be ice skating, horseback riding or playing 
laser tag? These are just some of the awesome trips 
on which Elyonites embark weekly. This is in addition 
to the many intercamp games that the Elyon division 
plays in other camps, as well as hosting camps for 
intercamp games on our amazing courts and fields.

Romimu EVENTS
“Wow! So much fun!!! This is awesome!!! It is so 
challenging, so exhilarating.” These are only some of 
the comments repeated again and again, as Elyon 
campers enjoy the exclusive Elyon events. Rabbi 
Shmuli Zilber, division head, always has something 
special planned. Football tournaments, basketball 
four-on-four competitions, burger cook-offs, late 
night barbecues, frisbee football tournaments, 
kumzitzes, bunk-athlon competitions are all part and 
parcel of a Romimu Elyon summer. Elyon campers 
work together as teams to conquer new horizons and  
meet exciting challenges. At the end of the summer, 

Elyon campers have formed everlasting bonds of 
friendship and have created a treasure of wonderful 
memories.

EXPLORING  
NEW INTERESTS  
AND EXPANDING  
NEW HORIZONS
Have an interest in learning something new? Want 
to try out something you’ve never done before. 
Want to improve skills you already have? Elyon has 
the opportunity to do it all! In our “Choose Your Own 
Workshop” hour, Elyon campers can choose between 
a myriad of activities that include Aqua Park, tubing, 
woodworking, biking, a CPR course and more.
The relaxed atmosphere of the Elyon Division allows 
each boy to grow on his own and to make choices 
and decision befitting a bochur his age. Our later 
curfew (and night canteen!) gives the Elyonites more 
independence and time to be on their own a bit. Our 
separate air conditioned, gorgeous Beis Medrash 
allows the davening and learning to match the level 
of the teenage camper. Our beautiful air conditioned 
dining room is just for the Elyon division and the ruach 
there is perfectly tailored for them. Special guest 
speakers enhance the wonderful learning program 
that the Elyon campers enjoy.

MASMIDIM OPTION
Elyon campers have the option of joining the acclaimed 
and popular Masmidim Program. The Masmidim have 
a more intensive and longer learning program with 
an outstanding and dynamic talmid chochom. The 
bochrim who are in the Masmidim Program are not in 
separate bunks, but are integrated into Elyon bunks 
with their camp friends. The masmidim rebbi always 
marvels at the high level of learning and motivation of 
the Romimu Masmidim.

ELYON ROLLERBLADING
Rollerblading, anyone??? You asked for it, you got it! 
As soon as our Elyon campers and staff spotted our 
gorgeous, lighted hockey rink - nicknamed “the tub,” 
– requests poured in to add rollerblade hockey to our 
full array of activities. Well, bring your rollerblades and 
helmets, because when our campers ask, we deliver! 
We will be having a special night rollerblade hockey, 
as well as other rollerblading times exclusively for the 
Elyon Division on our beautiful hockey rink. 
Are.. .you....ready!!!???
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